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Abstract  

Semiconductor photoelectrodes coated with electrocatalysts are an important component of water-

splitting cells that convert and store solar energy. Surface states on light-absorbing semiconductors can 

function as recombination centers and lower the performance of water-splitting systems. To characterize 

the presence and impact of surface states on catalyst-coated semiconductors, transient 

photoelectrochemical behavior is often studied. These experiments typically assume that the 

filling/emptying of surface states at the semiconductor interface causes transients to occur whenever the 

incident illumination intensity is perturbed. Analyzing transients may then reveal the density of surface 

states and their effect on carrier recombination. However, the transient technique does not directly 

measure the origin of the transient behavior, and utility of the experiment requires assuming an 

underlying process. Here, we use a dual-working-electrode technique applied to Ni-protected n-Si 

photoanodes coated with Ni(Fe) (oxy)hydroxide catalyst to examine transient behavior of catalyst-coated 

photoelectrodes. We find that the most pronounced transients are due to catalyst redox activity. By 

directly measuring the catalyst redox state, we confirm that transients are related to either catalyst 

oxidation to Ni(Fe) oxyhydroxide or reduction to Ni(Fe) hydroxide. We also find that the redox-active 

catalyst moderates how quickly the depletion region and Helmholtz electrostatic potentials relax after 

each illumination perturbation. The results indicate that a redox-active catalyst can serve as a “parallel 

capacitor” which influences both the decay time and shape of transients. This data shows that 

photocurrent transients on catalyzed photoanodes are influenced by the catalyst’s redox-activity and are 

not solely based on surface state loading/emptying.   
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1. Introduction 

Photoelectrochemical water splitting, achieved by integrating a photocathode and photoanode, 

converts and stores solar energy in the form of hydrogen fuel.1 Integrated systems absorb sunlight and use 

the photo-generated carriers to drive the oxygen evolution (OER) and hydrogen evolution (HER) 

reactions, simultaneously. However, various processes limit efficiency, especially for the photoanode. 

The presence of surface states on semiconductors has been shown to increase carrier recombination, 

thereby decreasing conversion efficiencies.2-13 To enhance performance, photoanodes are often 

functionalized with a catalyst which is thought to suppress surface recombination,14-16 improve OER 

kinetics,17, 18 and/or improve the carrier-selectivity of the interface (e.g. increase band bending).19, 20 Some 

have attributed catalyst enhancement more specifically to the passivation of surface states.21, 22 To 

quantify the impacts of surface states, transient photocurrent analysis has been often applied to understand 

catalyst-coated photoanodes.9, 23   

Transient photocurrent analysis interprets the dynamic response of a photoelectrode as the 

incident light intensity is modulated.24-26 In a typical experiment, current response is collected as an 

incident light source is periodically switched on and off. Current spikes which rapidly decay to a steady-

state value, termed transients, often occur directly after each switch. Transients are thought to be the sum 

of short-term non-faradaic processes and the steady-state faradaic current (e.g. OER, HER).27-32 The exact 

nature of the non-faradaic processes is system dependent and, for some systems, subject to on-going 

debate. However, the non-faradaic responses are typically attributed to charge accumulation in the 

semiconductor depletion region, in the Helmholtz double-layer, or at surface states.9, 13, 23, 29, 33-44 For 

systems where the precise mechanism is deduced, integration of the current-time transient trace is used to 

characterize the magnitude of charge accumulation.9, 45-48 Fitting transient decays, and extracting time 

constants, has been used to characterize the apparent lifetime of the photogenerated “carriers” 

(presumably at surface sites) and decay times (from peak to steady-state) have been used to differentiate 

between plausible decay mechanisms.30, 38, 47, 49-51  
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Application of transient photocurrent analysis to catalyzed photoanodes has produced diverse 

results. For Fe2O3 photoanodes decorated with cobalt oxyhydroxide phosphate (Co-Pi) catalyst, numerous 

studies have concluded that the presence of the catalyst increases both the integrated charge in the 

transient and its amplitude relative to bare photoanodes.20, 23, 52-55 Others have found that Co-Pi catalysts 

suppress the integrated charge in the transient when applied to Fe2O3.
9, 56 One study found that Co-Pi 

application yields smaller but broader transients.57 Application of Ni- and Ir-based catalysts has been 

reported to increase the integrated charge in the transient while a report on a Fe-based catalyst found that 

transients were suppressed.32, 50, 58-60  Reports on a “carbon-dot” catalyst and a sub-monolayer Co 

oxyhydroxide catalyst both found no impact on Fe2O3 transients.61, 62 For BiVO4 photoanodes, Co-Pi and 

Ru-based catalysts have been shown to result in more pronounced transients with increased integration.21, 

63 But others have found that Co-Pi catalysts and In2O3 coatings suppress transients on BiVO4.
64-68 

Meanwhile, reports on Ta3N5 photoanodes suggest that IrO2 catalysts suppress transients while Ni- and 

Fe-based catalysts significantly increase them.69-71 Reports on organic-sensitized photoanodes have shown 

that Ir-based catalysts decrease both the integrated charge in the transient and the transient amplitude 

relative to non-catalyzed photoanodes.72, 73 

The extent of diverse results has led to a variety of fundamental explanations. In explaining 

increased amplitude and charge integral of transients, some studies have found that the integrated charge 

in the transient increases as a function of catalyst loading.23, 50, 52, 55 They suggest that on-transients 

represent catalyst oxidation and off-transients represent reduction. More general hypotheses suggest that 

recombination pathways are introduced by catalyst deposition.54, 74 This has been attributed to the catalyst 

creating more surface states which increases recombination, or to the catalyst simply increasing the 

surface capacitance.53, 58 A related explanation suggests that catalysts can function as hole storage layers 

which increases charge integration of transients by promoting recombination with conduction-band 

electrons.32, 71 One study suggested that slower transient decay times represent longer lifetimes for 

photogenerated charges.21 Explanations for transient suppression generally suggest that the catalyst 

reduces recombination. It has been concluded that catalysts may reduce recombination within the 
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depletion region, although the mechanism by which this would occur is unclear.65 Others report that 

transients represent surface-state recombination and that catalysts act to “deload” the surface states before 

recombination can occur.48, 59, 68 Decreased transients have also been attributed to general suppression of 

recombination at the semiconductor/liquid interface.75 Still others have suggested that transients represent 

charge build up at the semiconductor/liquid interface or in surface states; the catalyst acts to consume this 

charge instead of allowing build-up.69, 76 We note that many of these explanations could occur 

simultaneously; for instance, application of a catalyst could increase surface capacitance while 

simultaneously passivating surface states.    

To better understand photocurrent transients on catalyst-coated semiconductor photoelectrodes 

we employ a well-defined Si-based model system.77 Since Si self-passivates under OER conditions when 

making solution contact, we use a Ni protection layer which also acts as the catalyst once oxidized.74, 78 

An advantage in examining this system is that the surface state density on Si is thought to be significantly 

smaller than either Fe2O3 or BiVO4.
22, 79-84 Since the Si surface must be buried under the protection layer, 

it is unlikely that Si|Ni interface states are affected during experiments where additional catalyst is 

electrodeposited. Thus, we assume that defect-state related charging effects are minor by comparison to 

other systems. The Si photoanodes protected by a conformal protection layer, are also amenable to the 

dual-working-electrode (DWE) photoelectrochemical technique.85, 86 In this technique an electrolyte-

permeable Au contact, deposited on the catalyst surface, is used to sense or control the catalyst potential. 

We employ the DWE technique to directly measure the electrochemical potential of a Ni-based catalyst 

during transient experiments. We find that transients are most pronounced in the potential region where 

illumination changes lead to catalyst redox transitions (as measured by the secondary electrode). The 

integrated charge of the transients in this potential region is larger than that at other potentials. We also 

find that the transient shape is influenced by the extent of catalyst loading. Since the rectifying junction is 

buried under a protection layer (and thereby unaffected by additional catalyst loading), this finding 

suggests that the redox-active catalyst acts as a capacitor which slows the photoanodes transition to 
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steady-state after each illumination change. Based on these results we discuss the impacts of redox-active 

catalysts on interpretation of photocurrent transients.   

 

2. Experimental   

2.1 Photoanode fabrication and electrochemical characterization 

The fabrication of photoanodes closely followed the preparation described in our previous work.77 P-

doped [100] n-Si wafers (resistivity 0.65-0.95 ohm·cm) were diced into 1 × 1 cm squares and sonicated for 10 

min in acetone (99.8%, Fisher Chemical), iso-propyl alcohol (99.9%, Fisher Chemical) and nanopure water 

(18.2 MΩ). Diced squares were then cleaned for 30 min in boiling Piranha (3:1 by volume H2SO4 : H2O2, 100 

oC, both procured from Fisher Chemical), rinsed twice and dried under filtered N2 (0.01 micron – McMaster-

Carr). The Ni protection layer and catalyst were deposited without removing the native oxide via electron beam 

evaporation (Amod evaporation system) at ∼0.1 Å s−1 from a Fabmate crucible (Kurt Lesker) packed with Ni 

pellets (Kurt Lesker, 1/4” diameter & 1/2” length, 99.995%). In a typical deposition, 5 nm of Ni metal was 

deposited; this produces lower performing photoanodes (decreased photovoltage) relative to our previous work 

but ensures photoanode longevity and protects against shorting during deposition of the second working 

electrode Au top contact.77 An ohmic back contact was achieved by scratching through the native oxide on the 

backside of the n-Si, wetting with Ga-In eutectic (≥99.99%, Sigma Aldrich), and then affixing a Sn-Cu wire (30 

AWG) within the eutectic. The Sn-Cu wire was affixed via hot glue and threaded through a 3.5 mm-diameter 

glass tube which serves as the electrode stem. The backside of the Si and the Sn-Cu wire were then sealed with 

epoxy (Loctite Hysol 1C) to prevent solution contact. 

Before additional fabrication steps, the electrodes were activated by cycling 50 times at 100 mV s-1 in 1 

M potassium borate buffer at pH 9.5 (K-borate). Cycles were performed under ~1 sun AM1.5G illumination 

(Abet Technologies, model 10500) in a potential window with endpoints 200 mV cathodic of the Ni reduction 

peak and 200 mV anodic of the Ni oxidation peak. This process converts a portion of the Ni protection layer to 

an active Ni(Fe)(OH)2/Ni(Fe)OOH catalyst. To examine the impacts of catalyst loading, additional Ni(Fe)OOH 
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was electrochemically photodeposited by saturating the buffer with NiCl2 (calculated to 0.1 M NiCl2) and then 

continuing the illuminated cycling (15-30 additional cycles).  We note that unintentional trace Fe cations 

incorporate into the catalyst, but since this is not the focus of the present work we will hereafter refer to the 

catalyst as Ni(OH)2/NiOOH.87-89 

The secondary working electrode was deposited in one of two ways, depending on the intended 

experimental purpose. To sense the catalyst electrochemical potential, 10 nm of Au was thermally deposited 

directly after the electrochemical Ni (oxy)hydroxide deposition. This ensures that the Au does not short to the 

metallic Ni protection layer and only senses the redox-active catalyst. To sense the Ni protection layer 

electrochemical potential, the 10 nm of Au were thermally deposited directly prior to electrochemical NiOOH 

deposition. The difference between these two configurations is reflected in the data obtained from the second 

working electrode (WE2). The data is either characteristic of conductivity transitions when sensing the catalyst 

electrochemical potential (Ni (oxy)hydroxide is only conductive when oxidized) or depicts conductive behavior 

irrespective of applied potential when sensing the metallic Ni protection layer electrochemical potential.89 In 

both cases, the Au was thermally deposited at ∼2 Å s−1 from an alumina-coated boat (Kurt Lesker). A schematic 

depiction of the two different DWE deposition strategies can be found in Figure S1.   

Electrodes were electrochemically characterized in 50 mL of aq. 1 M K-borate buffer (pH ~9.5) using a 

BioLogic SP200 bipotentiostat. All experiments were performed with a Pt counter electrode and either a 

Ag/AgCl or Hg/HgO reference electrode. Cyclic voltammograms were not corrected for uncompensated series 

resistance. For transient experiments the photoanode was poised at various applied potentials while the light was 

manually switched off/on each minute. Three off-transients and three on-transients were collected at each 

applied potential. All experiments were performed with mild stirring to dislodge any O2 bubbles formed. At 

least three electrodes were examined for each experiment described below; a single representative electrode is 

selected for explanation of the results. All the potentials are referenced to ���/��� according to the following 

equation:  

�	 
��. � ������ = 	�������������		���. ����������� + ����������	���. SHE� + 0.059	� ∗ &' − 1.23	� 
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3. Results & Discussion 

3.1 Effects of catalyst loading on transient photocurrent response 

To understand if redox-active catalysts influence photocurrent transients, we first examined Ni-

protected n-Si photoanodes with varied catalyst loadings. For these devices we iterated between collecting 

illuminated cyclic voltammograms (CVs), collecting photocurrent transient data, and photo-depositing 

additional redox-active Ni (oxy)hydroxide. Photodeposition was performed by sweeping 15 CVs, under 

illumination, in a NiCl2-saturated solution as described in the experimental section.  To quantify the 

extent of redox-active Ni (oxy)hydroxide present, the cathodic redox peak from each CV (corresponding 

to Ni (oxy)hydroxide reduction) was integrated (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1.  Illuminated voltammetry collected after each transient experiment as a function of photodeposited 

catalyst loading.  All experiments were performed on the same electrode where catalyst loading (low, moderate, 

high) was increased after each transient experiment (immediately after the CVs shown here). The inset shows the 

results of the integration of the cathodic redox peak, which is proportional to the number of redox-active Ni sites in 

the catalyst layer. The data shows the extent of redox-active catalyst present during each transient experiment.   

 

Transients are first collected with the semiconductor photoelectrode poised at an applied potential 

Vsem = -0.2 V vs. the thermodynamic potential for water oxidation (���/���) and then at each 25 mV 
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increment as the photoelectrode is stepped 600 mV anodic of the starting potential (Figure 2). The 

photoanode is held at each potential step for 7 min, during which time the light is switched off at the 

beginning of each odd numbered minute and on at the beginning of each even numbered minute. Anodic 

and cathodic transients exist over the entire applied potential range. However, integration of the current 

transients reveals a potential region (>250 mV), for each experiment, where transient integrated charge is 

increased. As additional catalyst is photodeposited, the region of increased integrated charge shifts 

cathodic and the integrated charge increases.  

The region of increased integrated charge can be attributed to oxidation/reduction of the Ni 

catalyst. This conclusion is supported by comparing the integrated charge for each photo-deposition step 

(Figure S2). As more catalyst is photodeposited, the integrated charge in the voltammetry (Figure 1) and 

the transient (Figure 2) increase together. Since the semiconductor surface remains buried under the 

protection layer during each catalyst deposition, this behavior cannot be due to changes in interface state 

density. The cathodic shift of the region of increased integrated charge is attributed to an increase in the 

photovoltage as the photoelectrode ages (Figure 2 and Figure S3). The ageing phenomenon, explained in 

our previous work, relates to the protection layer becoming increasingly electrolyte permeable.77 This 

explanation is consistent with the anodic shift in OER onset seen when comparing voltammograms 

immediately before and after the first transient experiment (Figure S3).  The data in this section thus 

shows that (1) the catalyst layer affects the transient response, (2) the effect is most pronounced in the 

region of increased integrated transient charge, and (3) that higher loading of catalyst yields larger 

integrated charge in the transients.  
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Figure 2.  Transient response as a function of catalyst loading. The bottom pane shows Vsem vs. ���/���  as a 

function of time. The middle pane depicts the transient photocurrent response collected every 1 ms. The top pane 

depicts the integration of the transients which reveals a >250 mV range where integrated charge is most prominent. 

The dependence on Vsem is also depicted along the top x-axis for each figure. Comparison between the different 

extents of catalyst loading: (a) low, (b) moderate, and (c) high, shows that increased loading produces larger 

integrated charge in the transients.    

 

3.2 Dual-working-electrode measurements of catalyst potential during photocurrent transients 

To directly measure the catalyst behavior during transient experiments, the dual-working-

electrode (DWE) photoelectrochemistry technique was used. In these experiments, the first working 

electrode (WE1) was attached to an ohmic contact on the backside of the n-Si semiconductor and the 

second working electrode (WE2) was attached to a thin electrolyte-permeable Au top-contact (see Figure 

S1 for additional details). The Au layer was evaporated onto the photoanode after both activation and 

additional Ni (oxy)hydroxide had been photodeposited. Due to the fragile nature of this secondary contact 
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(it tends to be exfoliated by prolonged oxygen evolution), WE1 is stepped in 100 mV increments instead 

of 25 mV increments. Data is collected every 100 ms to accentuate the region of increased integrated 

transient charge. Illumination chopping periodicity and all other experimental parameters remain the same 

as in Section 3.1. During each experiment the current density at WE1 (Jsem) and the voltage at WE2 (Vcat) 

are simultaneously recorded (Figure 3).  

     

 

Figure 3. Measurement of catalyst potential during transient experiments.  Three light-on/light-off transient 

sets were recorded for each potential (Vsem) step. Three regions of activity are denoted (discussed in the main text) 

on each panel. (a) Transient Jsem response (red) as a function of time and hence WE1 applied potential (Vsem). 

Transients are only apparent in region 2. (b) Vcat (WE2) response (green) for the same transients. When the light is 

turned off, two regions of Vcat decay (panel b) are exhibited in region 2: a quick decay followed by a slower decay 

which fails to reach a steady-state value before the light is turned back on. Insets in both panels show one set of 

transients in region 2. The data shows that the catalyst potential Vcat, for regions 2 and 3, varies in tandem with the 

transient photocurrent response – i.e. during on-transients the catalyst is oxidized and during off-transients the 

catalyst is reduced.  

 

The chopped illumination data exhibits three regions of distinct transient behavior (Figure 3). In 

the first region, corresponding to the first six Vsem voltage steps (-0.65 to -0.15 V vs.	���/���), transients 

are absent or very small. The catalyst potential, Vcat, measured via WE2 and the semiconductor current 

density, Jsem, remain constant in this region (Figures 3a and 3b); i.e. Jsem and Vcat are nonresponsive to 

both the applied Vsem and to changes in the illumination condition. Catalyst voltammograms (collected via 
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WE2 directly after transient experiments, see Figure S4) show that the onset of catalyst oxidation occurs 

at ~ 0.3 V vs. ���/���. Because Vcat remains near -0.3 V vs. ���/��� throughout region 1 of the transient 

experiment, the catalyst remains in its non-conductive Ni(OH)2 state.  

In region 2, on- and off-transients are observed for Vsem potentials between -0.05 and 0.25 V vs. 

���/���. As the light is turned on both Jsem and Vcat quickly increase before decaying to a steady-state 

value (Figure 3a). Integration of the largest Jsem on-transient (6.5 mC cm-2) compares favorably to 

integration of the redox wave in the catalyst voltammograms shown in Figure S4 (8 mC cm-2). The on-

transients thus represent catalyst oxidation in this region. When the light is switched off both Jsem and Vcat 

simultaneously decrease. Jsem exhibits a negative current transient before decaying back to ~ 0 mA cm-2.  

For many of these electrodes, the magnitudes of the integrated Jsem off-transients are ~ 30 % 

smaller than the integrated on-transients. Additionally, for these electrodes, Vcat exhibits a quick initial 

decay (through the first ~200 mV) followed by a much slower decay thereafter (Figure 3b - inset). These 

two findings are explained as follows. When the light turns off the hole population collapses and hole 

quasi-Fermi level returns to the majority electron Fermi level. Electrons are then transferred from the 

conduction band to the catalyst directly in contact with the semiconductor, reducing NiOOH to Ni(OH)2. 

Because Ni(OH)2 is an electronic insulator, reduction of the near-surface NiOOH may electronically 

isolate regions of the catalyst further from the semiconductor|catalyst interface. For these isolated catalyst 

areas, the catalyst cannot be re-reduced from the semiconductor and thus the oxidized state must relax via 

a slower equilibrium with the solution (i.e. to discharge and generate oxygen gas). Hence the light-off Vcat 

response is characterized by a quick decay followed by a slow decay (Figure 3b - inset). This picture is 

supported by the fact that the slow Vcat decay occurs after Jsem has reached its dark steady-state value (~ 0 

mA cm-2).   

 In Region 3 (Vsem = 0.35 - 0.95 V vs. ���/���), no transients are observed. However, unlike 

region 1, both Jsem and Vcat are responsive to the light condition. As the light is turned on, Jsem and Vcat 

simultaneously increase and achieve a steady-state. When the light is turned off they each relax to 
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respective lower values and achieve a new steady-state. The fact that Vcat reaches steady-state in the dark 

demonstrates that the catalyst remains oxidized and that WE2 is in electronic contact with the 

semiconductor. This is further evidenced by the lack of a second slower Vcat decay, and the lack of the Jsem 

on/off-transients. We also note that, in Region 3, Vcat remains positive of ~ 0.3 V vs ���/��� (the 

oxidation onset potential measured for the catalyst alone, see Figure S4). This data indicates that the 

surface-majority-carrier Fermi level is no longer capable of reducing the catalyst in the dark. Instead, the 

small leakage current from the semiconductor is sufficient to keep the catalyst oxidized. During light-on, 

Vcat increases but no redox transition occurs. 

The data presented above for regions 1, 2 and 3 indicate that a significant transient response only 

occurs when the dark-to-light range of Vcat (∆Vcat) overlaps the catalyst’s redox-active potential range. The 

catalyst’s redox activity range can be measured directly using WE2 for the same device on which 

transients are measured. For the device in Figure 3 the onset of catalyst reduction occurs at ~ 0.25 V vs. 

���/��� and the onset of oxidation occurs at ~ 0.3 V vs. ���/��� (Figure S4). For regions 1 and 3, the 

measured Vcat remains below or above this redox activity range, respectively (Figure 3b). However, for 

region 2 where transients are most pronounced, Vcat transitions through the redox range immediately 

following each light switch. This directly shows that the most pronounced transient behavior is associated 

with the oxidation and reduction of the catalyst. The appearance of transients is an indication that ∆Vcat is 

partially or fully eclipsing the range of catalyst redox activity.  

To help explain this finding, band diagrams for the processes occurring in region 2 are depicted in 

Figure 4. In the dark, the applied potential is such that the majority carrier Fermi level (Ef,n) rests cathodic 

of the catalyst’s redox-activity region. Once illuminated, the generated minority-carrier profile results in a 

photovoltage which drives the oxidation of the catalyst. Charge accumulation at the solution interface 

pushes the protection-layer Fermi level (ENi) through the region of catalyst redox activity. The catalyst 

Fermi level (Ecat) remains in quasi-equilibrium with the protection layer and this results in the catalyst 

oxidation. Removal of the light source leads to re-reduction of the catalyst as the hole quasi-Fermi-level 
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(Ef,p) equalizes with Ef,n. Thus, the transient behavior depicted in region 2 occurs as a function of the 

applied potential and the photovoltage. Significant transients occur whenever the applied Vsem places Ef,n  

cathodic of the redox activity region in the dark and the photovoltage is sufficiently large such that the 

photogenerated holes can drive catalyst oxidation in the light. 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic band diagrams of transition of system between dark and light states. The figure represents 

the typical case for transient experiments where the applied Vsem is anodic of the equilibrium solution potential (here 

set by ���/��� = Esol/q). The green catalyst represents the electrolyte permeable Ni(OH)2 while the red catalyst 

represents NiOOH. The transition behavior (panel b) depicts a gradient in redox states that may occur as the catalyst 

transitions from Ni(OH)2 to NiOOH. The semiconductor, metallic Ni protection layer, redox-active catalyst and 

solution are represented by sem, Ni, cat, and sol, respectively. ENi, Ecat, and Esol represent the electrochemical 

potential for the protection layer, catalyst, and solution, respectively. The quasi-Fermi levels are depicted by Ef,n and 

Ef,p. A redox activity region (gray box) represents a catalyst “redox density of states (DOS)” which are 

filled/emptied during redox transitions. The vacuum level, represented by Evac, is shown as modified by the 

electrostatic potential. Vsc and VH represent the depletion-region electrostatic potential and Helmholtz electrostatic 

potential, respectively. We note here that VH is truly assigned at the Ni|solution interface, which is proximal to the 

Ni|catalyst interface only because the catalyst is electrolyte permeable. During transient experiments ∆Vsc must 

equal -∆VH to maintain Esem fixed versus Esol, as is controlled by the potentiostat (the difference between the 

reference electrode potential and solution potential is fixed). For region 2, the dark majority carrier level is 

sufficiently cathodic to reduce the catalyst (panel a). Once illuminated, holes arriving at the solution interface force 

an increase in VH which eventually moves ENi to the redox activity region (panel b). Ecat maintains quasi-equilibrium 

with ENi and this causes oxidation of the catalyst (panel c). The temporal transition to the illuminated steady-state is 

slowed by the catalyst layer because holes that would be contributing to increasing VH are now partially being 

consumed for catalyst redox chemistry. Since ∆Vsc = -∆VH, the band unbending is also slowed, and the transient 

photocurrent response is characterized by larger currents over a longer duration.   
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3.3 Dual-working-electrode measurements of the protection-layer potential during photocurrent 

transients 

We next consider the shape of the transient responses and explain it in terms of a band picture. 

We make measurements on electrodes where the thin electrolyte-permeable Au layer is deposited after 

photoanode activation, but before additional NiOOH catalyst is photodeposited onto the surface. This 

results in contact between the Au WE2 and the Ni metallic protection layer, as can be seen by the fact that 

Vcat is now responsive to light on/off cycles at all potentials (Figure S5); i.e. the measurement is not 

limited by the insulating nature of the reduced Ni(OH)2 form of the catalyst. Measuring the surface 

potential does not require that the catalyst is in an electrically conductive state. Instead of sensing the 

redox-active catalyst electrochemical potential, the contact now equilibrates with the protection layer 

electrochemical potential. Since the protection layer consists of dense metallic Ni, during transients its 

electrochemical potential can only be modified by charge built-up at the metal|solution interface (the 

catalyst layer is permeable to electrolyte). Thus, by observing the protection layer electrochemical 

potential we sense changes to the Helmholtz electrostatic potential (shown in Figure 4c).  

Figure 5 shows cathodic Jsem transients and the associated VNi response for a device with the 

second working electrode attached directly to the metallic Ni protection layer. Transient integrated charge 

and the complete Jsem and VNi dataset can be found in Figure S5. We select five of the cathodic transients 

to examine in more detail. Figure 5a depicts a cathodic transient from region 1, i.e. at Vsem cathodic of the 

catalyst redox activity. Transients shown in Figure 5b, 5c, and 5d are from region 2, in order of increasing 

anodic applied potentials. The transient shown in Figure 5e is from region 3, at Vsem anodic of the catalyst 

redox potential region. When the catalyst redox activity is not present (regions 1 and 3), the current 

transient completely decays to steady-state within 1 s (Figure 5a and 5e). The VNi response mirrors the 

decay time and the decay shape. For the transients in Figure 5b and 5c, the photocurrent decays over a 

much longer timeframe ( > 5 s) and deviates from the visibly exponential shape of those in Figure 5a and 

5e. The exponential current decay to steady-state is interrupted by a region of more moderate decay 

(diminished slope). VNi decays over the same timeframe and visibly mirrors the shape of the current 
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decay. Finally, the transient in Figure 5d lacks the complex shape of the previous two, but decays over a 

longer timeframe than either transient in Figure 5a or 5e.  All three transients selected from region 2 show 

significantly slower decay times and exhibit VNi responses which mirror the Jsem decay shape.  

 

 

Figure 5. Sensing the protection layer electrochemical potential. The results depict Jsem and VNi from five 

representative transients as sensed via WE1 and WE2, respectively. Panel (a) shows a transient from region 1.  

Panels (b), (c) and (d) show transients from region 2 in order of increasingly anodic applied potential.  Panel (e) 

shows a transient in region 3.  This data shows that when the off-transient causes VNi to traverse the onset of catalyst 

reduction (at ~ 0.20 vs  ���/���) the decay in the protection layer electrochemical potential is slowed (Figure S6). 

The decay shape for Jsem becomes visibly more complex and this shape is mirrored by the VNi decay.  

 

The above results indicate that the redox-active Ni (oxy)hydroxide catalyst acts as a “capacitor” 

which moderates how quickly the semiconductor depletion region and Helmholtz electrostatic potentials 

relax when moving from light to dark.  For the transients in Figure 5b and 5c, VNi collapses quickly in 

each case until it reaches ~ 0.2 V vs. ���/���.  This potential is consistent with where the redox-active 

catalyst is converted from NiOOH to Ni(OH)2, and so it represents the edge of the catalyst’s “redox 

density of states (DoS)” (Figure S6a). Once the Helmholtz potential has decayed to place ENi near the 

catalyst reduction onset, electrons injected from the conduction band can reduce the catalyst, in addition 
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to accumulating at the Ni|solution interface. If charge is not injected into the catalyst, for example due to 

slow charge transfer kinetics between Ni and catalyst, the fast exponential decay would continue without 

any region of slowed transient decay.9, 47, 90, 91  However, the data above shows that the decay is slowed, 

indicating that charges are injected into the catalyst once VH has sufficiently relaxed.   

The potential range for the more moderate slope in region 2 of the transient decays is associated 

with the catalyst’s redox DoS. In the Figure 5b transient, the “diminished” VNi decay occurs through a ~40 

mV range, while for the Figure 5c transient the “diminished” decay occurs through a ~38 mV range. This 

data suggests that the catalyst contains a redox DoS spanning 38-40 mV, which is consistent the redox 

peak widths from WE2 voltammetry collected at 1 mV s-1 (Figure S6b). Once the Helmholtz electrostatic 

potential aligns ENi with the edge of this 38-40 mV region, the redox states begin to compete for 

consumption of injected electrons; any change in the Helmholtz electrostatic potential must correlate with 

the same potential change in the catalyst redox DoS. Upon filling the catalyst DoS the catalyst “parallel 

capacitance” vanishes, and current/voltage decay can once again continue exponentially. This final point 

is experimentally supported by the resumed rapid VNi decay after the 38-40 mV have transpired (Figures 

5b and 5c).  

For further evidence that the catalyst redox DoS moderates the transient 

photocurrent/photovoltage decay we return to the loading dependence data from Section 3.1. In Figure 6a 

all three transient loadings are compared at a constant applied potential near the OER onset. To account 

for shifts in the transient integration region due to different photovoltages provided by the rectifying 

junction, in Figure 6b the transients which exhibit maximum charge integration at each loading are also 

compared. In both cases, increased loading produces not only an increase in the integration of the anodic 

transient but also a broadened transient decay shape. The cathodic transients exhibit more-exponential 

behavior but their decay to zero current is also broadened as loading increases. The cathodic transients at 

moderate and high catalyst loading fail to reach zero current before the light is switched on again. By 

contrast, the low loading cathodic transient returns to zero in both examples. These results demonstrate 
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that larger absolute transient currents are sustained for longer when more catalyst is coated onto the 

photoanode.  

The catalyst loading results can be related to the band-bending model in Figure 4. For the anodic 

light-on transients, where photocurrent decay is governed by the rate of electrons injected from the 

conduction band, increased catalyst loading causes the semiconductor bands to unbend more slowly. For 

the cathodic transients, where decay is related to how quickly the bands regain their dark equilibrium 

state, increased catalyst loading causes the bands to re-bend over a longer duration. These findings are 

consistent with the above understanding, where interaction with the catalyst redox states slows how 

quickly the Helmholtz electrostatic potential responds to changes in the illumination. As the number of 

catalyst redox states increases the electrostatic potential transition further slows and so the transient 

relaxation time increases.    

 

Figure 6. Transients vs. catalyst loading on the same sample shown in Figure 2. One set of on/off transients 

selected from the overall data. (a) All three loadings compared at -50 mV vs. ���/���. (b) Comparison of the 

transient with largest charge integration at each catalyst loading extent. The applied potential for each loading is 

shown in the inset. Increased loading in each case results in broader transient features. Anodic transients exhibit 

non-exponential decay as loading increases. The results show that increased catalyst loading causes broader 

transients oftentimes with complex decay shapes.   
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4. Conclusions 

Experiments on Ni-protected n-Si illustrate how photocurrent transients are affected by the 

presence of a redox-active oxygen evolution catalyst. The application of the catalyst produces three 

distinct regions of transient activity. At sufficiently low and high applied potentials, only very quick 

transients appear with relatively small charge integration. Between these two regions of activity exists a 

region with large charge integration and relatively slow decay times. Here, we find that the integrated 

charge is related to the quantity of redox-active catalyst on the semiconductor surface. DWE experiments 

reveal that this behavior takes place when the applied potential is such that: (a) the majority carrier Fermi 

level can reduce the catalyst in the dark and (b) the minority carrier Fermi level can oxidize the catalyst 

once illuminated. Since the photovoltage is given by the difference between the two quasi-Fermi levels, 

photoanodes with greater photovoltages (such as BiVO4 where the photovoltage is nearly 1 V) are 

expected to exhibit this behavior over a greater applied potential range.92, 93   

The presence of a redox-active catalyst slows the electrostatic relaxation events during transient 

experiments. This occurs whenever an illumination switch causes the surface electrochemical potential at 

the protection layer to pass through the catalyst’s redox density of states. With little or no catalyst, 

relaxation is characterized by carriers injected from the semiconductor interacting to increase/decrease the 

Helmholtz electrostatic potential at the Ni protection layer surface. In the presence of the Ni 

(oxy)hydroxide catalyst this relaxation process is slowed because some of the carriers are now consumed 

for catalyst redox activity. A larger catalyst redox density of states promotes this effect, by essentially 

acting as a larger parallel capacitor, and gives rise to more complex and extended transient decay shapes. 

This explains, in part, the more complex and/or extended decay shapes that arise after catalyst application 

in many recent reports on a variety of oxide photoanodes.23, 32, 52, 55, 57, 63, 66, 70, 71, 74, 75, 94-96 We note that this 

behavior is dependent on the catalyst being in quasi-equilibrium with the surface electrochemical 

potential. For systems without quasi-equilibrium (slow transfer between semiconductor and catalyst), the 

electrostatic profile may relax before redox activity takes place. One situation where such behavior occurs 
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is in the re-reduction of the oxidized Ni (oxy)hydroxide catalyst during the off-transient; initial discharge 

can result in an electrically insulating near-semiconductor layer which prevents complete reduction of the 

catalyst by electrons from the semiconductor. Similarly, in systems employing the Co-Pi catalyst, lack of 

cathodic off-transients may be related to slow reduction kinetics.16, 23, 64, 76, 95   

The utility of transient photocurrent experiments relies on assigning transients to a specific 

process. For example, using transient integration to quantify surface states requires attributing the 

transient response to surface state filling/emptying. However, we show that the Ni-based redox-active 

catalyst can influence transients, causing increased integrated charge in the transient, extended decay 

times, and complex decay shapes. The findings and proposed mechanism suggest that this is a general 

phenomenon for catalysts that exhibit electrochemical redox transitions in the potential range of interest. 

Catalysts without such redox features prior to the OER onset are not expected to influence transient 

features in the same way as reported here. These findings have general implications for analyzing 

photoelectrochemical transients – those on catalyzed systems may represent more processes than the 

filling/emptying of surface states. If the catalyst’s redox DoS overlaps a surface-state DoS then transients 

are expected to be influenced by both. For these transients, decay time characterization and transient 

integration describe the conflated relaxation processes and may not accurately depict either isolated 

process. Additionally, for systems with larger photovoltages than the n-Si studied here (e.g. BiVO4, 

Fe2O3), we anticipate that this conflated relaxation response occurs over a much greater applied potential 

range. Comparison of photocurrent transients as a function of catalyst mass loading can be employed to 

indicate if and where the catalyst is influencing transients. When catalyst influence is present, multi-

exponential decay fits may be useful in isolating processes that occur before/after interaction with the 

catalyst redox DoS. Several groups have reported that single exponential fits are insufficient for fitting 

decay time constants for catalyzed systems and have relied on multi-exponential fits.49, 50, 55 However, for 

processes occurring at similar time scales, the DWE technique is useful as it provides a direct measure of 

the catalyst charging. The DWE measurement could be used to separate out the extent of transient 

behavior due to catalyst charging, relative to that due to surface-state charging.  
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Dual-working-electrode photoelectrochemistry experiments reveal how the most-prominent 

photocurrent transients are associated with catalyst oxidation/reduction. 
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